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A FLIGHT COMPARISON OF CONVENTIONAL AILERONS ON A RECTANGULAR WING
AND OF CONVENTIONAL AND FLOATING WING-TIP AILERONS

ON A TAPERED WING

By H. ~. Soud and ~. GE4CEY

SUMMARY

Flight te#s oornparing the relatire effeciireness of con-
ventional aileron8 of the same tire on wings of rectangular
and tapered plan form were made uith a Fairchild M!
airplane. Information is included comparing cmwen-
tional and $oating wing+ip aileron8 on a tapered wing.
Tlie results 8howed that the conceptional ailerons were
someu’hat more effectice on the tapered than on the rectan-
gular wing. Tiledi~erence, howewr, wa8 so small as to be
imperceptible to the pilots. The j%ding uing-tip ailer-
on8 were only half as effect ire a8 the conzvntianal ailerons
and, for this rea80n, were considered un8ati8factory.

INTRODUCTION

At the request of the Mat+$rielDiwision of the Army
Air Corps, the N. A, C. A. has conducted a series of
flight tests ta compare the relative effectiven~ of con-
ventional aiIerons of a given size on wings having rec-
tangular and tapered pkm forms. Earlier wind-tunnel
teste me reported in references 1, 2, and 3. The
flight tests were made with two FairchiId 22 airplanes.
The two wings used in the in-instigation were of the
same area and span. One had a rectrmgularplan form
with semicircular tips and the other a taper ratio of
2:1. The conventional derons with which these wings
viere fitted had the same plan-form dimensions and were
mmmged during the flight tests to have approximately
the same deflections.

The tests consisted of the determination of the effec-
tiveness of the aikrons (1) for different degrees of defect-
ion at two air speeds, and (2) for full deflection at
wmious air speeds throughout the speed range of the
airplane. The comparisons are based on the maximum
measured rolling accelerations and velocities, the ob-
served yawing action, and the computed rolling-moment
coefficients.

In addition to being fitted with the conventional
ailerons, the tapered wing was equipped with detach-
able wing tips that could be replaced by floating wing-
tip aiIerons. The floating wing-tip ailerons were rdsa
tested during the investigation and were compared
with the conventionrJ ailerons on the same wing.
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AIRPLANES AND WINGS

The Fairchild 22 airplanes used in the invest@ion ..-.
are shown in @ureS 1 and 2. The rectangular wing,
which had the same plan form as the standard wing

. . ..

for the Fairchild 22 airplanes, had a span of 32 feet 10
inches, a chord of 5 feet 6 inches, an area of 171 square
feet, and an N. A. C. A. 2R112 airfoil seetion. The
conventionrd ailerons with -which this wing was fitted
had a span of 13 feet 3%, inches (81 percent 6/2) and
n chord of 12 inches (18 percent c). They were
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operated difTerentially, having a maximum upward
deflection of 17° and a downward deflection of 9°.

The tapered wing (@s. 2 to 5] had the same span and
area as the rectangular wing. It had a 2:1 taper ratio
with a straight trailing edge. The trailing edge was
made straight so that the aerodynamic centers of the
tapered and rectangular wings couId be Iocatw at the -.
same point relative to the fudage vMe SW permit-
ting access to the rear cockpit. In external dimen-
sions the tapered wing was comparable with an in-
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ternalIy braced wing although it was supported ex-
ternally for the tests. The airfoil section varied from
an N. A. C, A. 2218 section at the root to an N. A. C. A.
2209 section at 15 feet from the axis of symmetry. The
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wing tips weze rounded. The chord varied from 7 feet
4 inches at the root to 3 feet 8 inches at the 15-foot
station.

The conventional ailerons on this wing had the same
span and chord and were located in the same position
reIative to the wing span as were the conventional

ailerons on the rectangtiar wing. They were operated
differentially and, for the tests, were limited so that
the maximum upward deflection was 18° and tho
downward deflection 9°. Owing to difkrences in the
aileron-operating mechanism, the maximum aileron
deflections on the tapered wing were obtained with a
stick deflection of 14°; whereas, with the rect.angulnr
wing, the maximum deflections were obtained with a
stick deflection of 20°. The plan view in figure 3, on
which”tie rectangular wing has been dravm in outline,
gives a direct compftrison of the wiuge and the conven-
tional-aileron installation.
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FIGURE6.-View of@t Wf.O&

For the installation of the floating wing-tip ailerons,
the iiied tips of the tapered wing outboard of the 15-foot
station were removed and the conventional ailerons
were locked in their neutral position. Tha floating
wing-tip ailerons had a symmetrical N. A. C. A. 0009
airfoil section at the root. Each aileron had tm mea
of 7.9 square feet and a span of 35 inches; the wing area
and the span with these ailerons were 177 squaro feet
and 35 feeti 10 inches, respectively. These ailerons
were statically balanced about a hinge axis 17 percent
back of their leading edges and were permitted to float
freely between limiting positions of 400 up and 30°
down. The aiIerons could be defiectid relative to
me another to obtain a maximum tmgulftr difference
~f 30° with a stick movement of 24°.
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TESTS AND RESULTS

With each of the lateral-control systems, two seriesof
tests were made. In one sekies, the ailerons were
abruptly moved to their maximum deflections during
steady flight at various speeds throughout the flight
range. In the other series, the amount the ailerons
were moved was varied at each of two air speeds, one in
the high-speed and the other in the low-speed range.
Each series of tests was made in gliding @ght for only
right deflections of the stick. Records were made of
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the initial air speed, the amount the ailerons were
moved, and the angular velocities of the airplane in
rolling and yawing. These measurements were sup-
plemented by pilots’ observations of the control action
and control force.

The records were inspected for any lag or sluggishness
in the response of the airplane to the aileron movement
and for the direction of the initial yawing velocity.
From the records of the rolling velocity, the maximum
rate of roll resulting from a given aileron movement was
directly obtained. The maximum angular accelerations
in roll were obtained by differentiation of the rolling-
velocity records.

The resuks of the memurements are presented in
figurw 6 to 12. Figures 6 and 7 show the results of
the partial-deflection tests of the conventional rtilcrons
on the rectangular and tapered wings. The riilerou-
deflection scales of these figures are based 011 the cliflcr-
encea between the augks of the up and down ailerons.
For the three ailercm systems tested in the investiga-
tion, the aileron deflections wem appro.simntely pro-
portional to the deflections of the control stick. I?iguro
8 conipmes the rolling effectiveness for full deflection
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FIGURE 12.+omparLson of the rollfng-momenteoellkfenk of the latrmkonlroi
systems tested.

.
of the ailerons on the two wings. Also shown in this
figure are the results of tests of the standard wi~lg for
the Fairchild 22 airplane. These results were used as a
basis for comparison of the diflcrcnt types of latcrnl
contro~ treated .jn reference 4. Data similar to those

given ~ figures 6 and 8 for the convontionnl ailcrone
are given in figures 9 and 10 for the flonting wing-tip
ailerons. The menn floating nngles of tlm wing-tip
ailerons at-various speeda in steady flight rumshown in
figure 11.

F@re 12 has been prepared to compare the lateml-
control systems on the basis of the rolling-momcn t
coeflkiertts. The method of computation used in tho
preparation of this figure involvce a correction of
measured acceleration to zero rate of roll so that
computed coefficients are comparable with those
tained from wind-tunnel ted.a. (See reference 4
details of method.) The moments of inertia of
airplanes about the X body ~xes were required for
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computations. The mom&t of inertia o~ tho airpltine
with the rectangular wing was 707 slug-f~tz; that for
the airplane with the tapered wing was 766 slug-fcct~
as flown for tests of the conventional ailerons and 1,018
slug-feet 2 as flown for the tesfs of the floating wing-tip
ailerons.
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DISCUSSION
COMPMUSON OF COXWRVTTONALAILERONS Oh- REOTKSGULAB

,kND TAPERED WINGS

The rolling effectiveness of the conventiomd aiIerons
on the rectanguhw and the tapered wings may be com-
pared on the basis of the information given in figures 8
and 12. Figge 8 shows that the maximum rolling accel-
erations given by the ailerons on the two mingswere np-
pro-ximately the same. The mrmimurnrolling velocities
attained were slightly greater with the tapered than
with the rectangular wing. The difference in the roll-
ing velocities was of a magnitude sufficient to make a
difference of 2° to 3° out of approximately 25° in the
angle of bank attained in 1 second after the control
movement. This dMerence was not discernible to the
pilots mdcing the tests, who reported that the rding
effectiveness was equally good with either wing.

The rolIing-moment coeftlcients given in figure 12
also showed that the conventional ailerons, vrhen in-
stalIed on the tapered vzing, are somewhat superior to
the same ailerons when installed on the rectangular
w~~. The improvement varied slightly with lift
coefficient and was of the order of 5 percent at the higher
lift coe-ts, where nody the greatest difEculty is
met in obtaining adequate control. This result is in
agreement with the wind-tunnel tests of reference 1
and was indicated by an ana&sis of the two aileron
installations made in accordance -with the procedure
given in reference 3.

Vilth both wings, the aiIeroDsshowed a normal varia-
tion of effeetivenes with control deflection (&a. 6 and
i). No lag or sluggishness was noted in the response
of the airplanes to control movements. The yawing
action with both wings was small and adverse and was
slightly greater with the tapered than with the rectangu-
lar wing. This result is at variance with the wind-
tunneI tests of reference 1 and with the theoretical
treatment of reference 3, both of which indicate that
the tapered wing should have the smalleryawing action.
No amdysis we-s made regarding this discrepancy be-
cause the yawing action was relatively small with either
W@ No comparison was made of the control forces
with the two difFerentmings because.of the difference in
the mechanimd advantage for the two control systems.
From the fact that the stick travel for the tapered wing
was only two-thirds that for the rectangular wing, it
wus expected that the control force for the tapered wing
would be of the order of one and one-haIf times that for
the rectangular wing. The pilots’ reports were in
~greement with this rough ttDd@s.

C031PARISOX OF CON VE?JTIONAL AND FLO.4TING WING-lTP
AILEROIiS ON THE TAPERED ‘iViSG

A comparison of the rolling effectiveness of the con-
ventional and the ffoatingwing-tip aileronson the tapered
wing is gken by figures 10 and 12. These resuhs show
the floating wing-tip ailerons to be onIy about one-haIf
as effective m the conventional aiIerons. Observations

made of the control effectiveness at and beyond the stall
showed that, ahhough the airplane could not be con-
trolled laterally at the staU with either of the ailerons,
some control effectiveness was retained beyond the stall
with the floating wing-tip ailerons but not with the
conventional aiIerons.

tide from the low rolhng effectiveness of the wing-
tip ailerons, their behavior was normal. The results of
the partialdeflection tests given in figure 9 show that
the variation of control effectiveness with aileron deflec-
tion is nearly Iinear. h’o lag or sluggishness was
recorded or observed by the piIots. A small positive
ya~ action was noted. The piIots estimated that
the stick forces with the wing-tip aiIerons vwre about
onequarter of those for the conventional ailerons on
the rectangular wing.

It is appreciated that the area of the wing-tip aflerons
couId be considerably increased in size -withan accom-
panying increase in effectiveness before the stick forces
approach those of conventional aikons. (See refm-
ence 5.) This increase in aileron area could not be
acoompIished, however, without unduly increasing the
span and w&mhtof the wing. It is belie-red that the
wing-tip ailerons tested are the largest size practicable
for the wing.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The effectiveness of the conventional ailerons vias
slightly greater on the tapered than on the rectangular
wing but the difference was not sufficient to be appre-
ciated by the piIots.

2. The floating wing-tip aiIerons were considered un-
satisfactory because their rolling dion was appro.xi-
mateIy hdf that for the conventional ailerons.
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